
SIGNATURE COCKTAILS WHISKY EXPERIENCE
TRY ALL 5 OF OUR SIGNATURE WHISKY COLLECTION COCKTAILS FOR 345 AED

SHOTS

BRICK LANE (N,A,SU) 86
Transporting you to the famous Brick Lane, incorporating  the design of street art and 
graffiti. Art is a major part of our ethos and Brick Lane recognizes the creative genius 
behind the iconic work on the walls of this neighbourhood, and the international spice that 
fuels its kitchens and the culture.
gin infused with sencha | almond & citrus | coconut | curry | ginger | pineapple. 

MS. HELEN (E,A,SU) 88
She, from the 1960’s Helen Lydia Mironoff is a triple threat renowned English actress from 
1960’s to present day who was appointed Dame in 2003 for her outstanding services to 
British drama. She is classy, elegant and truly remarkable. We dedicate this drink to her and 
her British drama. Let’s pop the popcorn!
gin infused chamomile & citrus | white wine | elderflower | raspberry | rose | popcorn.

VICTORIAN LIPS (D,A,SU) 87
Queen’s rule declared, in the 19’th century, red lipstick “vulgar & impolite”. In light of this 
rule, women developed alternative non-make up methods like the root vegetable beetroot, 
plumping their lips with the stain residue from the juice. ( Girl go plump your lips! )
gin infused orange & cinnamon | beetroot | rose  | chocolate lipstick.

SHERLOCK'S PIPE (A,SU) 89
VISUAL: Imagine Sherlock Holmes with a pipe, a magnifying glass and misty London 
streets. The Watson to my Holmes, the basil to my gin. No mysteries to be solved here.
gin | basil | citrus.

ELTON GIN (A,E,SU) 99
Elton John had more than a monarchy, he had the world and it rocked. Elton John's glasses 
are iconic and recognized by the world.
Try them on and enjoy the cocktail!
gin | elderflower | yuzu | beetroot | pomegranate | thyme | rose.

TOM COLLINS (A,SU) 86
the Tom Collins originated from a joke told in New York in 1874. A group of friends began telling people in 
bars that a man named Tom Collins was walking around the city, telling falsehoods about them. So it was 
that many began to go from one bar to another, in search of the slanderer.
gin | sweet & sour mix | soda

ALICE’S MUSHROOM (A,E,ST,SU) 119
It’s a fantasy . Take a sip in “Alice’s World,“. The  magic mushroom might make you grow 
or shrink. Don’t worry, it’s all in the magic of hallucination.
gin | aperol | peach | citrus | basil | pineapple.

ICED WHITE BERRIES GIN TEA (A,N,SU) 87/199
Gin infused with botanicals for 24 hours.
gin | elderflower | pomegranate | thyme | citrus | white berries tea | pink peppercorn.

THE ROYAL SWAN (A,SU) 89
Queen Elizabeth II technically owns all of the unclaimed swans in open water in England 
and Wales. ... Each year, the Queen finds out just how many swans she can claim ownership 
of in an event called the Swan Upping: a five-day event where the swans are counted.
sipsmith | sage | pomegranate | aperol | citrus.

GIN BATHTUB (A,SU) 196
People used to make gin in the bath tub. They just threw the high volume spirit in the bath 
tub,  got some ingredients and infused it with the gin. This process often led to many deaths 
and poisoning as the real needed ingredients were not easy to get so the people used all 
kind of things just to cover the terrible taste of high volume alcohol. By 1723, the death rate 
in London had outstripped the birth rate, mostly due to the consumption of gin. However, 
nowadays, gin started to become a classier and a more respectable, well-made spirit.
gin | citrus | chamomile | cucumber | basil. 

LONDON COUTURE (A,SU) 98
From the fashionable streets of London, to the electric atmosphere of Dubai. 
How can you live the high life if you do not wear the high heels?
vodka | peach | citrus | summer fruits | pineapple.

THE QUEEN BEE (H,P,A,SU) 89
The BUCKINGHAM PALACE’s interpretation of an espresso martini. Home of the Queen 
and of her Imperial family.  Adorned in gold, and a symbol of power for all Commonwealth 
Nations.
vodka | honey | espresso | orange marmalade | bee pollen. 

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE (A,SU) 92
A Hero of World War 1, famously known as “The Lady With The Lamp”, yes, you guessed 
right – Florence Nightingale. She gained her famous nickname for always carrying a lamp, 
in search of fallen soldiers in the night, ministering patient after patient. SAVED:  She was 
such an effective nurse that she reduced  her hospitals death rate by two thirds.
prosecco | vermouth | grapes | pomegranate | thyme | cranberry  | citrus.

(C) Chocolate (G) Gluten (E) Eggwhite (D) Milk/Dairy (N) Nuts (SU) Sulfites (ST) Strawberry (A) Alcohol (H) Honey (P) Polen (H) Honey | All prices are in AED and are inclusive of 7% municipality fees and 5% VAT
if you have a food allergy or special dietary requirement please inform a member of staff when placing your order.  We also have a detailed allergen handbook upon request.

DOWN PAST ISLAY(E,A,SU) 85

In general, the whiskies from this island are known for  smoky flavor, 
with just a hint of salty sea air and seaweed" because of the use of peat and the maritime climate.
whisky infused with lapsang souchong, bitters with a sweet and sour mix.

SPIRIT OF SPEYSIDE�(N,A,SU) 85

The use of peat is not common here, so many of the whiskies are not "smoky”. 
 Typically, most Speyside whisky is sweet and fruity, featuring notes of vanilla.
whisky infused with banana, roasted buckwheat and creme de banana.

HEAD HELD HIGHLAND (A,ST,SU) 85

From lighter whiskies all the way through salty coastal malts, the  Highlands offers a 
Scotch for all palates. Highland whiskies are full of robust and rich flavor.
whisky infused with mix berries, red cabbage, sweet vermouth, maraschino liqueur and bitters.

LOWLANDER (H,A,SU) 85

Soft and smooth malts are characteristic of the region, offering a gentle,
 reminiscent of grass, cream, toffee and toasty flavor. 
whisky infused with honey and thyme balanced with caramel notes.

UISCE BEATHA (N,A,SU) 85

Fruity and nutty, the nose holds notes of spice, and the tiniest hint of smoke (not at all like a peaty scotch
 it's just a whisper). As the bouquet develops you find some cacao and oak, which both carry over heavily into the taste.
whisky infused with roasted almonds and roasted hazelnuts, crème de cacao & maple syrup.

ESPRESSO MARTINI (A,SU) 45
DOO-DOO (A,SU)  45

FREE AS A BIRD�(A,SU) 91
A song famously written by the legend that is John Lennon in 1977. In tribute to John 
Lennon, after his murder, his surviving band mates, Paul McCartney, George Harrison and 
Ringo Starr released his song Free as  a bird. 
Some birds are not meant to be caged. 
tequila reposado | orange marmalade | citrus | agave | rosemary.

PIÑA COLADA (A,E,N,SU) 95
The retro Piña Colada has been named the UK’s favorite cocktail. But the most famous fan 
of the Piña Colada is probably Del Boy - not exactly the seal of approval Puerto Rico wanted 
for its national drink.
sailor jerry | pineaple | coconut

A WALK IN THE WOODS�(A,ST,SU,E) 109
Legend has it when the Sherwood Forest was home to this famous outlaw, Robin and his 
Marry Man used the Major Oak for shelter; camping beneath its branches and hiding inside 
its massive trunk.
grants triple wood | citrus | mango | coconut | vanilla | mint | strawberry | fig. 

THE SMOKING STONE (A,E,H,SU) 105
A perfect harmony of a complex match
smokey monkey | yuzu | orange | citrus | honey. 

RAINFOREST SONATA (A,E,SU) 195
Enjoy 3 different cocktails based on vodka, rum and gin with tropical fruits, full bodied 
bursting wih flavour.
A perfect symphony of colours, tastes and personalities.
gin | raspberry | vodka | passion fruit | rum | coconut.

SCOTTISH FIREBALL (A,H,SU) 98
It might not wear a kilt, but it’s a proud cocktail
monkey shoulder | citrus | drambuie | honey.

ALFIE THE MONKEY (A,SU) 105
Alfie the monkey will be your guide into the exotic flavours of the forest
monkey shoulder | passion fruit | citrus | coconut.

FLIP & SIP (A,D,C,SU) 99
The long process of turning barley by hand inevitably took its toll on Scotland’s malt men. 
After long shifts of constant manual flipping they were susceptible to a condition which 
caused one arm to hang down just a little; they called this monkey shoulder.
monkey shoulder | espresso | vanilla | oreo

AGATHA'S MYSTERY (A,E,N,SU) 88
1900's biggest "detective novel"/"murder mystery" in history. Aghata Christie went missing 
for 11 days. Whaaat? She was then found to be enjoing a staycation at a hotel under a fake 
name. Doctors claimed she suffered a complete memory loss while other claimed it was 
revange against her cheating husband or a PR stunt promoting her new novel. Ready for 
some detective work? 
Guess the ingredients correct, and the nex one is on us!

MEGRONI �(A,SU) 92
A stronger twist on the classic Negroni.
mezcal | sweet vermouth | bitter | agave | orange. 

JUBILEE NEGRONI (A,SU,C,D) 89
Jubilee Negroni was inspired by London’s Jubilee Market which features art, and expertly 
crafted products. The Jubilee Negroni is aged in a clay amphorae, which enhances all 
flavours and will give a silky mouth feel. The most important thing in art is taste.
gin | bitter infused with cocoa nibs | sweet vermouth | orange | chocolate.

5 O’CLOCK NEGRONI�(A,SU) 88
IT’S 5 O’CLOCK SOMEWHERE. A saying used when someone wants to drink alcohol early 
in the day, joking about it being 5 O’ Clock somewhere in the world.
gin |  maple |thyme | orange | sweet vermouth | bitter.

POCKET NEGRONI �(A,SU) 90
Classic Negroni served in a can.
hendriks | sweet vermouth | bitter 

GIN GARDEN EXPERIENCE

ENGLISH ROSE��(A,SU) 80/109
Simple summer flavours from the deep forest meet playfully with the 
rose’s more nuanced subtle charm.

CITRUS TIPPLE (A,SU) 80/109
A symphony of fresh citrus notes sweeping solos of sweet  passionfruit
 resonates as a balanced and refreshing G&T.

PANSY DROPPER�(A,N,SU,ST) 80/109
An earthen pull of chamomile delicately accents the sophisticated character
 of strawberry - a stroll under a cherry blossom sky.

CLOCKWORK�(A,SU) 80/109
An intensely perfumed sweet mango, mellowing sharp fresh orange and garden 
plucked herbs - alchemy of sweet from sour.

HEIRLOOM TONIC�(A,SU)� 80/109
The bold greenhouse aromas of vine tomato are nurtured by a
 sweet blueberry pearls with an aromatic basil finish.

TRY ALL 5 OF OUR SIGNATURE GIN AND TONIC COLLECTION FOR 345

BEER BY BOTTLE
ASAHI (A,SU) 50
MAGNER'S JUICY APPLE  (A,SU) 55
CORONA (A,SU) 53

BLUE KAMIKAZE (A,SU) 45
BRIDGE TO NOWHERE (A,SU) 225

BEER ON DRAUGHT 
HIPSTER LAGER (A,SU) 65
STELLA (A,SU)  58
HOBGOBLIN IPA (A,SU) 57
KRONENBOURG 1664 BLANC (A,SU) 59


